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time zones when the pdf
World time and date for cities in all time zones. International time right now. Takes into account all DST clock
changes.
The World Clock â€” Worldwide
Time and Date gives information about the dates and times from your local region to any area in the world.
Research times across the globe, review the time zone map ...
Time and Date
Locations of Time Zones â€¢Standard or â€œNauticalâ€• time zones are 15 degrees of longitude wide.
â€¢The first central meridian is the Prime Meridian, 0Â° E/W.
Time Zones
A time zone is a region of the globe that observes a uniform standard time for legal, commercial, and social
purposes. Time zones tend to follow the boundaries of countries and their subdivisions because it is
convenient for areas in close commercial or other communication to keep the same time.. Most of the time
zones on land are offset from Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) by a whole number ...
Time zone - Wikipedia
Click on image for a higher resolution version (245 Kbytes). PDF map (241 Kbytes) suitable for printing. PNG
map (245 Kbytes) suitable for printing. This map, in the three formats provided above, is a copyrighted
production of H.M. Nautical Almanac Office.
World Time Zone Map - Astronomical Applications Department
This US map time zones with states is interactive and provides an at a glace view of all time across the US.
Just click on any state above and see the current time and date. Change settings to see full state names,
state initials or choose Blank to see just the map.
US Time Zone Map
How are time zone borders decided and regulated? The basis of time zones was to divide Earth into sections
of longitude 15 degrees each. That would allow for 24 zones to represent 24 hours in the day (one rotation of
Earth).
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